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The main subjects of this lecture

 Signal 

 The basics and how is formed in detectors

 Signal formation

 Acquisition and processing

 Detector examples

 Charge Sensitive preamplifiers

 Pulse shaping

 Analysis

 Noise, time shaping etc

 Q& A session
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The Signal

Any form of elementary excitation can be used to detect the radiation
signal.

An electrical signal can be formed directly by ionization.

Incident radiation quanta impart sufficient energy to individual
atomic electrons to form electron-ion pairs (in gases) or
electron-hole pairs (in semiconductors and metals).

Other detection mechanisms are

Excitation of optical states (scintillators)

Excitation of lattice vibrations (phonons)

Breakup of Cooper pairs in superconductors

Formation of superheated droplets in superfluid He

Typical excitation energies

Ionization in gases ~30 eV

Ionization in semiconductors 1 – 5 eV

Scintillation ~10 eV

Phonons meV

Breakup of Cooper Pairs meV



II. Signal Formation and Detection Thresholds

1. Detector Models

We consider detectors that provide electrical signal outputs.

To extract the amplitude or timing information the electrical signal is
coupled to an amplifier, sent through gain and filtering stages, and
finally digitized to allow data storage and analysis.

Optimal signal processing depends on the primary signal.

The signal can be

 a continuously varying signal

 a sequence of pulses, occurring

 periodically

 at known times

 randomly

All of these affect the choice of signal processing techniques.

First steps in signal processing:

 Formation of the signal in the detector (sensor)

 Coupling the sensor to the amplifier

Detectors use either
 direct detection or
 indirect detection



Examples:

1. Direct Detection

a) ionization chamber (>eV photons, charged particles)

b) RF measurement (kHz ... THz), e.g. CMB
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2. Indirect Detection

a) scintillation detector

b) gravity wave detector

Motion of proof mass measured by capacitive sensor.

Schematic of LISA position sensor:

Capacitive sensors readily achieve sensitivities <100 pm.
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Detector Functions

Processes in Scintillator – Photomultiplier

number of photons number of photoelectrons charge in pulse
 absorbed energy  absorbed energy  abs. energy

Signal Processing

charge in pulse pulse height
 abs. energy  absorbed energy
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Example Detector Models

Although detectors take on many different forms, one can analyze the
coupling to the amplifier with simple models.

1. Thermistor detecting IR radiation

Actual Circuit Model

2. Piezoelectric Transducer

Actual Circuit Model
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4. Photomultiplier Tube

Detail of output circuit

Model
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Input
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6. Ionization Chamber

semiconductor detectors (pad, strip, pixel electrodes)

gas-filled ionization or proportional chambers, ...

Model:
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Measuring Resolution

Inject an input signal with known charge using a pulse generator set to approximate the detector
signal (possible ballistic deficit).
Measure the pulse height spectrum.

peak centroid signal magnitude

peak width noise (FWHM= 2.35 rms)

4. Signal-to-Noise Ratio vs. Detector Capacitance
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The resulting voltage sensed by the amplifier

Then the peak amplifier signal is inversely proportional to the total capacitance at the input, i.e. the
sum of

detector capacitance,
input capacitance of the amplifier, and
stray capacitances.

For a constant noise voltage v
n

, the signal-to-noise ratio
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Signal Fluctuations in a Scintillation Detector

Example: Scintillation Detector - a typical NaI(Tl) system
(from Derenzo)

511 keV gamma ray



25000 photons in scintillator



15000 photons at photocathode



3000 photoelectrons at first dynode



3
.
109 electrons at anode

2 mA peak current

Resolution of energy measurement determined by statistical variance
of produced signal quanta.

Resolution determined by smallest number of quanta in chain, i.e.
number of photoelectrons arriving at first dynode.

In this example

Typically 7 – 8% obtained, due to non-uniformity of light collection
and gain.
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Charge-Sensitive Preamplifier – Noise vs. Detector Capacitance

In a voltage-sensitive preamplifier

 noise voltage at the output is essentially independent of detector capacitance,

i.e. the equivalent input noise voltage vni = vno /Av.

 input signal decreases with increasing input capacitance, so signal-to-noise ratio depends on

detector capacitance.

In a charge-sensitive preamplifier, the signal at the amplifier output is independent of detector

capacitance (if Ci>>Cdet ).

What is the noise behavior?

 Noise appearing at the output of the preamplifier is fed back to the input, decreasing the output

noise from the open-loop value vno= vniAv0.

 The magnitude of the feedback depends on the shunt impedance at the input, i.e. the detector

capacitance.

Note, that although specified as an equivalent input noise, the dominant noise sources are typically
internal to the amplifier. Only in a fed-back configuration is some of this noise actually present at
the input. In other words, the primary noise signal is not a physical charge (or voltage) at the
amplifier input, to which the loop responds in the same manner as to a detector signal.

S/N at the amplifier output depends on the amount of feedback.
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Active Integrator (“charge-sensitive amplifier”)

Start with inverting voltage amplifier

Voltage gain dVo /dVi = -A  vo= -A vi

Input impedance =  (i.e. no signal current flows into amplifier input)

Connect feedback capacitor Cf between output and input.

Voltage difference across Cf : vf = (A+1) vi

 Charge deposited on Cf : Qf = Cf vf = Cf (A+1) vi

Qi = Qf (since Zi = infinite)

 Effective input capacitance

(“dynamic” input capacitance)
Gain
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Qi is the charge flowing into the preamplifier ....

but some charge remains on Cdet.

What fraction of the signal charge is measured?

Example:

Si Det.:  50 m thick

500 mm2 area

Note: Input coupling capacitor must be >>Ci for high
charge transfer efficiency.
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Calibration

Inject specific quantity of charge - measure system response

Use voltage pulse (can be measured conveniently with oscilloscope)

Ci >> CT  Voltage step applied to test input

develops over CT .

 QT = DV
.
CT

Accurate expression:

Typically: CT /Ci = 10-3 – 10-4



VMM example
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5. Pulse Shaping

Two conflicting objectives:

1. Improve Signal-to-Noise Ratio S/N

Restrict bandwidth to match measurement time Increase pulse width

Typically, the pulse shaper transforms a narrow detector current pulse to a broader pulse
(to reduce electronic noise),

with a gradually rounded maximum at the peaking time TP
(to facilitate measurement of the amplitude)

If the shape of the pulse does not change with signal level, the peak amplitude is also a measure
of the energy, so one often speaks of pulse-height measurements or pulse height analysis.

The pulse height spectrum is the energy spectrum.

TP

SENSOR PULSE SHAPER OUTPUT
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2. Improve Pulse Pair Resolution

Decrease pulse width

Pulse pile-up
distorts amplitude
measurement

Reducing pulse
shaping time to
1/3 eliminates

pile-up.
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Necessary to find balance between these conflicting requirements.

Sometimes minimum noise is crucial,

sometimes rate capability is paramount.

Usually, many considerations combined lead to a
“non-textbook” compromise.

 “Optimum shaping” depends on the application!

 Shapers need not be complicated – every amplifier is a pulse shaper!
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Simple Example: CR-RC Shaping

Simple arrangement: Noise performance only 36% worse than
optimum filter with same time constants.

Useful for estimates, since simple to evaluate

Key elements:  lower frequency bound

 upper frequency bound

common to all shapers.
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6. Pulse Shaping and Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Pulse shaping affects both the

 total noise

and

 peak signal amplitude

at the output of the shaper.

Equivalent Noise Charge

Inject known signal charge into preamp input
(either via test input or known energy in detector).

Determine signal-to-noise ratio at shaper output.

Equivalent Noise Charge □ Input charge for which S/N= 1





ENC measurement basic method

ENC = 
Δ𝑄𝑠

𝑒−
/
Upeak

Urms

=    
𝑈𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐶𝑠

𝑒−
*  

𝑈𝑟𝑚𝑠

𝑈𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

[ Nr. electrons]

Urms RMS noise without input signal, variable test capacitor Cdet connected

Utest VMM internal test pulse amplitude

Cs VMM internal test injector capacitor ( 0.3pF  and 3 pF)

Upeak shaper peak voltage  ( constant injected test charge signal Δ𝑄𝑠 )

Δ𝑄𝑠 injected test charge over Cs test capacitor ( 0.3F / 3pF)

Δ𝑄𝑠 = 𝐶𝑠 ∗ Δ𝑈𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡

Δ𝑈𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 put DAC  sdp9,sdp8..sdp0 = 0x190 (400 dec ) => 302 mV 

Δ𝑄𝑠(0.3pF) = 300fC ;   Δ𝑄𝑠(3pF) = 3pC  

x

hans.muller@cern.ch

Nr. electrons of test pulse ratio of output peak signal over rms noise
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Dependence of Equivalent Noise Charge on Shaping Time

Assume that differentiator and integrator

Both cutoff frequencies equal

Frequency response of individual pulse shaping
stages

Combined frequency response

Logarithmic frequency scale

□ shape of response independent of t.

However, bandwidth Df decreases with increasing

time constant t.

□ for white noise sources expect noise to
decrease with bandwidth,

i.e. decrease with increasing time constant.
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Result of typical noise measurement vs. shaping time

Noise sources (thermal and shot noise) have a flat (“white”) frequency
distribution.

Why doesn’t the noise decrease monotonically with increasing shaping time
(decreasing bandwidth)?
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7. Analytical Analysis of a Detector Front-End

Detector bias voltage is applied through the resistor RB. The bypass capacitor CB serves to shunt any
external interference coming through the bias supply line to ground. For AC signals this capacitor

connects the “far end” of the bias resistor to ground, so that RB appears to be in parallel with the
detector.

The coupling capacitor CC in the amplifier input path blocks the detector bias voltage from the amplifier

input (which is why a capacitor serving this role is also called a “blocking capacitor”).

The series resistor RS represents any resistance present in the connection from the detector to the

amplifier input. This includes

 the resistance of the detector electrodes

 the resistance of the connecting wires

 any resistors used to protect the amplifier against large voltage transients (“input protection”)
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Equivalent circuit for noise analysis

bias shunt series equivalent input noise
current resistance resistance of amplifier
shot thermal thermal
noise noise noise

In this example a voltage-sensitive amplifier is used, so all noise contributions will be calculated in terms
of the noise voltage appearing at the amplifier input.

Resistors can be modeled either as voltage or current generators.

 Resistors in parallel with the input act as current sources

 Resistors in series with the input act as voltage sources.
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Steps in the analysis:

1. Determine the frequency distribution of the noise voltage presented to the amplifier input from
all individual noise sources

2. Integrate over the frequency response of a CR-RC shaper to determine the total noise output.

3. Determine the output signal for a known signal charge and calculate equivalent noise charge

(signal charge for S/N= 1)

First, assume a simple CR-RC shaper with equal differentiation and integration time constants

td = ti= t , which in this special case is equal to the peaking time.
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Equivalent Noise Charge

 Current noise is independent of detector capacitance, consistent with the notion of “counting
electrons”.

 Voltage noise increases with detector capacitance
(reduced signal voltage)

 1/f noise is independent of shaping time.

In general, the total noise of a 1/f source depends on the ratio of the upper to lower cutoff

frequencies, not on the absolute noise bandwidth. If □d and □i are scaled by the same factor,
this ratio remains constant.

 detector leakage current and FET noise decrease with temperature

□ high resolution Si and Ge detectors for x-rays and gamma rays

operate at cryogenic temperatures.
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The equivalent noise charge Qn assumes a minimum when the current and voltage noise contributions
are equal. Typical result:

! !
dominated by voltage noise current noise

For a CR-RC shaper the noise minimum obtains for td = ti = t .

This criterion does not hold for more sophisticated shapers.
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Thank you for your attention
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Semiconductor Detectors - Basic Operation

Semiconductor Detectors are Ionization Chambers

Detection volume with electric field

Energy deposited  positive and negative charge pairs

Charges move in field  external electrical signal

velocity of charge carriers

rate of induced charge on
detector electrodes

signal charge

if Ri x (Cdet + Ci) >> collection time tc:

peak voltage at amplifier input
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Ionization chambers can be made with any medium that allows
charge collection to a pair of electrodes.

Medium can be gas
liquid
solid

Crude comparison of relevant properties

gas liquid solid

density low moderate high

atomic number Z low moderate moderate

ionization energy eei
moderate moderate low

signal speed moderate moderate fast

Desirable properties:

low ionization energy  1. increased charge yield dq/dE

2. superior resolution

high field in detection volume

 1. fast response

2. improved charge collection
efficiency (reduced trapping)



Charge Collection

Mobile electrons and holes formed by radiation move under the
influence of the electric field in the junction.

Although electrons and holes move in opposite directions, their
contribution to the signal current is of the same polarity.

The time required for a charge carrier to traverse the sensitive
volume is called the collection time.

Using the depletion width eq. 13 one can rewrite eq. 2 for the electric
field

𝐸 𝑥 =
2(Vb+Vbi)

𝑊
(
𝑥

𝑊
-1)
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The detector bulk is completely depleted of mobile charge when

W= d, the thickness of the substrate. This occurs at the externally
applied depletion voltage

The field drops linearly from its maximum value at the junction to zero
at the opposite contact.

Increasing the bias voltage beyond this value adds a uniform field
due to the voltage beyond depletion, yielding a distribution

(16)

where Vdi ==Vd+Vbi has been defined as the internal depletion

voltage.

𝑉𝑑 =
𝑞𝑒𝑁𝑑𝑊

2

2e
− 𝑉𝑏𝑖

𝐸 𝑥 =
2𝑉𝑑𝑖
𝑊

1− 𝑥/𝑊 +
𝑉𝑏 − 𝑉𝑑𝑖

𝑊
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Time Dependence of the Signal Current

Model:

When does the signal current begin?

a) when the charge reaches the electrode?

or

b) when the charge begins to move?
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Although the first answer is quite popular (encouraged by the phrase
“charge collection”), the second is correct.

When a charge pair is created, both the positive and negative
charges couple to the electrodes and induce mirror charges of equal
magnitude.

As the positive charge moves toward the negative electrode, it
couples more strongly to it and less to the positive electrode.

Conversely, the negative charge couples more to the positive
electrode and less to the negative electrode.

The net effect is a negative current at the positive electrode and a
positive current at the negative electrode, due to both the positive and
negative charges.

The following discussion applies to ALL types of structures that
register the effect of charges moving in an ensemble of electrodes,
i.e. not just semiconductor or gas-filled ionization chambers, but also
resistors, capacitors, photoconductors, vacuum tubes, etc.
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3. Signal Acquisition

Amplifier Types

a) Voltage-Sensitive Amplifier

The signal voltage at the amplifier input

If the signal voltage at the amplifier input is to be approximately equal
to the signal voltage

V
i

~  v
S

 R
i

> >  R
S

To operate in the voltage-sensitive mode, the amplifier’s input
resistance (or impedance) must be large compared to the source
resistance (impedance).

In ideal voltage amplifiers one sets R
i
=  , although this is never true

in reality, although it can be fulfilled to a good approximation.

To provide a voltage output, the amplifier should have a low output
resistance, i.e. its output resistance should be small compared to the
input resistance of the following stage.
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v v R
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S i i

𝑣𝑖 =
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𝑅𝑠 + 𝑅𝑖
𝑣𝑠
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c) Voltage and Current Mode with Capacitive Sources

Output voltage Vo = voltage gain Av  input voltage vs.

Operating mode depends on charge collection time tcoll and the

input time constant RiCdet :

a) Ri Cdet << tcoll detector capacitance discharges rapidly

current sensitive amplifier

b) Ri Cdet >> tcoll detector capacitance discharges slowly

voltage sensitive amplifier

Note that in both cases the amplifier is providing voltage gain,
so output signal voltage is determined directly by the input
voltage. The difference is that the shape of the input voltage
pulse is determined either by the instantaneous current or by
the integrated current and the decay time constant.

= > V
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d) Feedback Amplifiers

Basic amplifier as used above.

High input resistance: Ri Cdet >> tcoll

Add feedback capacitance Cf

Signal current is is integrated on feedback capacitor Cf :

Vo  Qs /Cf

Amplifier output directly determined by signal charge,
insensitive to detector capacitance

 charge-sensitive amplifier
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Vo
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Cdet Ri
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f
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Realistic Charge-Sensitive Preamplifiers

The preceding discussion assumed idealized amplifiers
with infinite speed.

In reality, amplifiers may be too slow to follow the instantaneous
detector pulse.

Does this incur a loss of charge?

Equivalent Circuit:

 
charges moving in detector capacitance
detector induce change discharges into amplifier
of charge on detector 
electrodes

Signal is preserved even if the amplifier responds much more slowly
than the detector signal.

However, the response of the amplifier affects the measured pulse
shape.

 How do “real” amplifiers affect the measured pulse shape?

 How does the detector affect amplifier response?
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Pulse Response of the Simple Amplifier

A voltage step vi (t) at the input causes a current step io (t) at the
output of the transistor.

For the output voltage to change, the output capacitance Co must first
charge up.

 The output voltage changes with a time constant t = RLCo

input output

Frequency Domain Time Domain

The time constant t corresponds to the upper cutoff frequency

V = Vo (1- e
-t /t

)

log A
V
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log 𝛚
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1

2𝛑 𝑓
𝑢
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Appication to Strip and Pixel Detectors

Input impedance is critical in strip or pixel detectors:

Amplifiers must have a low input impedance to reduce transfer of
charge through capacitance to neighboring strips

strip detector
electrodes

For strip pitches that are smaller than the bulk thickness the
capacitance is dominated by the fringing capacitance to the

neighboring strips CSS.

Typically:   1 – 2 pF/cm for strip pitches of 25 – 100 m on Si.

The backplane capacitance CSG is typically 20% of the strip-to-strip

capacitance.

Negligible cross-coupling at times t > (2 … 3) x RiCD and if Ci >> CD .


